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These pages attempt to
answer many letters. The letters, most of them from people in developing countries,
have come from some of the
6000 women and some men who
participated in the non-governmental IWY Tribune, held
in Mexico City concurrently
with the intergovernmental UN
World Conference of International Women's Year. The
momentum generated by those
events, and by IWY activities
in virtually every country in
the world, has kept volunteers
busy in the Tribune office a
year after it was to have closed.
Therefore, grants were
sought to support an organized
response to requests for information and the demand for Tribune follow-up. The major funding for one or two staff, and
for communication support, was
given to the Conference of Nongovernmental Organizations in
Consultative Status with the UN
Economic and Social Council, by
the Canadian International Development Agency.
This newsletter is designed
to bring people up-to-date by
circulating information from correspondents, along with current
UN news about the implementation
of the UN Decade for Women. Some
of the projects that Tribune participants have mentioned or described have been reported elsewhere in more detail. We would
welcome further information about
all of the activities referred to
in order to disseminate this
knowledge, as well as to add to

the data hank the projected Institute for Training and Research
on Women will eventually house,
The major objective however
is to be useful to the Tribune '
constituency, and to all those
non-governmental organizations
wishing to make use of any of the
material. Some people may also
want to establish direct contact
with some of the correspondents,
For this purpose, we have full
mailing lists of all Tribune
participants, and these are available on request. There is a nominal cost of $5 for each complete
mailing list,
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We hope that you find this
newsletter interesting, helpful,
and supportive of your efforts.
Suggestions for future activities
and plans would be most welcome.
Meanwhile, read on ... and then
write to us. We look forward to
hearing from you.

'f'eopls ,~ ¼t. o:ff\c.e.-:
Chairman, Tribune
Organizing C'tt ee -

Mildred Persinger

UN Liais on--------

Rosal ind Harr is

Program & Newsletter-----------

Anne Walk e r

Administration----

G;i i 1

(Fi j 1)

ADDRESS:

r.owiln J uck
(Canaun)

~ ~ ~

IWY Tribune
Room 81~
345 East 46th Street
New York. N.Y. 10017
Tel. (212) 687-3961
(212) 687-0728
(212) 687-2747
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AUSTl<.ALI*-------------..
~s·: 11 • McGrigor, Associated Country Women of the World, London 1 UK: Nutrition
SemJ~ar, Perth, A~stralia, held in June, 1975. The seminar was organized by
th e Country Womens Association of Australia, and was attended by ten Aboriginal women. Subjects covered included financial management nutrition individual and environmental hygiene, and practical medicine. P~rticular ~phasis
was placed on better communication techniques. The group now meets every two
weeks, and undertakes a variety of projects. ACWW's Lady Aberdeen Scholarship
Fund contributed towards the seminar.

Nanie Siguera Santos, Clube da Mulher do Campo,
Recife, Brazil: Gameleira Project, started in
December, 1974, and situated in a village of
3000 people in Pernambuco, northeast Brazil.
Pregnant women from the surrounding rural areas,
receive childcare training and other assistance
that will ease their home situation. Nutritional
Recuperation Center: Malnourished pre-school children receive extensive care, including a 4-month
live-in period, with a 4-month follow-up program.
The parents are included in this educational and
nutritional pr o ject. Family Planning Clinics. All
of the programs are run in conjunction with the
government medical department, and funds are contributed from both non-government and government
sources.

C.Hita--------------..
Katherine Gilfeather, Centro Bellarmeno (Center of Investigation and Social
Action), Casilla, Santiago, Chile: CIDE (Center for Research in Education),
collaborates with health programs for women by development of visual aids
and pedagogical approaches for the various programs. Health Project for
Nursing Mothers: A project designed by Dr. Monkeberg in Santiago, Chile.
Centro Bellarmeno: Involved in research into the roles and needs of the
working woman, particularly the Catholic woman.
Leonor Sobrino de Vera, Santiago, Chile: Rest House for Rural Women, specifically for pregnant women from rural areas. Run by volunteers and local
hospital personnel, wiLh training given in nutrition, home economics and
sPwing. The Rest House in Osorno was the first of these, but several other
t,,wns and vill.iges have now followcJ their lead. Borbadoras de [sla Negra
ll·. mbrcdderL'rs pf Isla Negra): St.Jrtl'<l in 1969 by Le,rnor Sob1·ino dt> Vera to
,1 ..;,-;[,-,t rural wumen to earn a living. Designs tell the stories or their lives,
,.111J lii!ve now been exhibited in SantL,1go National Art Museum, and galleries
in Pari s , London and Miami.
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Ruth Lechte, World YWCA
South Pacific Area Secre tary,
Nadi, Fiji: Women's Agribusiness
Programme, Western Samoa.-(directed by
Fetaui Mata'afa) . Sisters of Tonga -Fruit
and Vegetable Preserving Project. IWY Pacif i c
Regional Conference: Held in Suva, Fiji , in October
1975, and attended by women from throughout the Sou t h Pacific. Pacific Women's Resource Centre: An outcome of t he
Regional Conference, this centre plans to prov i de s upport
for women's projects and activities in the Pacifi c r e gion.
It presently functions out of a small office i n Suva, Fiji.
(Contact: Ms Claire Slatter. Box 534, Suva, Fiji ) .
Amelia Rokotuivuna, National Executive Director , Fi ji
YWCA: Methodist Handcraft and Farming School: Trai ns
young women in craft and farming skills, markets and
sells products and produce. Leadership and financi a l
skills are also included. (Director: Makareta So tutu ).
YWCA Home Industries Project: Trains young women
in craf ts, leadership, finance, marketing.
This project has two ILO experts on
temporary assignment, both women
from the Philippines. (Director:
Mereoni Tuinamuana).

GHANh-------- - - - . . .
Emma Agyepong, Ashanti Regional Secr eta
making project amongst
r y , YWCA o( Ghana: Soa p
rura 1 women an atte t t
scale industry. Have taken O
'
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o start a smctllEsther Ocloo Esther O 1 ' ut an overdraf t f r om t he bank .
'
•
·
National Council
on Wo c oo s dTye-Dy e Designs
a nd Handicrafts:
•
men an Development. F
.
way, including soap-making bi k
.
• our pr oJects und e rsetting up and runnin
f , r c -making, pot-mak i ng , and the
.
g o ada small causti c so d a pl ant f o r soapma k ing.
Aliceko Garment
Katenit Ltd: (Director: K:teK~~tter)s:(Dir ecto r : Alice Ko r a nt c ng) .
A_n...cn_i...:;e--=.J.=.i.:::a.s.s_""-e , Court of Appeal ene
.
A
-Day-Care Centres
in Gh ana. (D i' r ccr a , Gha na : YWCA Crcc l, r ·.
Day-Care Centre Staff T .
e c tor: Beatri ce Es s ilfi e) .
A
c/ s . 1
ccra, Ghana. For marketraining.
.
women but- e oc1a . We lfare Depa r tm e nt ,
oung married and working
'
spec ia lly important f o r J l l
Y
women .
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Barbara C. Wallace, Port au Prince, Haiti:
St. Soleil: Attempts to increase understanding of Haitian culture. The project will
figure in Andre Malraux's next publication,
and exhibitions of the work are being scheduled for the USA, France and Canada. Contact:
-Jean-Claude Garoute or Maud Robart, Port
au Prince, Haiti.

1WY
Julia Castell, Federacion Desarrollo Juvenil
Comunitario, Tegucigalpa, D.C., Honduras:
Rosquilla Project: This is a project involving the baking and selling of a hard donut
made of cheese, butter and corn, and traditional to Honduras. It has helped integrate the
women from rural and village areas, and is
funded partially by Save the Children Federation, Community Development Foundation, and
sales by the women themselves. Training also
in business methods, marketing, sales promotion techniques, etc.

W&t.tat'f
900d or bad?

••
••

*(Ms Menon's Project)*****
Units involved in electroplating, foundry, transformer, garments, surgical
goods, printing, etc.

Zarina Bhatty, New Delhi, India. YWCA Rural Welfare Programme and YWCA
Functional Literacy Programme: Project Director: Ms Swaraj Kapoor, YWCA,
New Delhi.
Jasleen Dhamija, (writing from Montreal, Canada). Commented on the bad
publicity in the local papers and on local TV in India and Iran on anything to do with IWY. A group of women attempted to combat this by talking to groups of people, writing letters to the media, writing articles
for the newspapers, and contacting editors of local papers. Jasleen suggests a discussion forl!m on the "Role of Women in Development in the Third
World". ls presently working on a paper for World Bank regarding rural
non-farm development.
Chandrika Guttal,New Delhi, India. Mobile Creche for Building Construction
Workers: Situated in Delhi, grants from Social Welfare Board, UNICEF, American Women's Welfare Club. Director: Meera Mahadevan. Ancillary Unit o(
Small Industries: Under the Socio-Economic Programme of the Central Welfare
Board, Bangalore, Karnataka State. Funds from Karnataka State Government &
technical assistance from Hindusthan Machine Tools, Bangalore. Director:
Ms B.K. Saraswathamma .
Leela Damodar Menon, M.P. New Delhi, also Cochin, India. Women's industrial
Enterprises in Kerala: State and District Committees formed to promote women's industries. Approximately 25 units already functioning, in conjunction
with Kerala Industrial Technical Consultancy Organization, Small Industries
Service Institute, and the Industries Department. *(See above)****
Shanti Solomon, Asian Church Women's Conference, Delhi. All-India Council of
Christian Women Seminar: Held in Delhi, April 1975, the seminar's goal was
to make women more aware of the need for developing "womenpower" in the country. Regional seminars were held as follow-up, in Manila, Philippines; Seo ul,
Korea; and a third is planned for Sri Lanka in December 1976. Hope to prepare
a Leadership Training Book for Asia from the work done at these seminars.
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Ms H. McGrigor , Associated Country Women o f the
World: Leadership Training Programm~: Or!-i ,Inl 7.ed
by PERWARI (Persatuan Wanita Repuhlik Indonl"sia).
Four workshops of 8 days each fo r 25 parti c ipants
were held in different parts of the country between July and November, 19 75. Them e was The Role
of Women in Development, with particular reference to IWY. Training included organizational
techniques and audio-visual media in non-formal
education.

1~--------------,
Ms.S. Farman-Farmaian, Family Planning Association of Iran, Tehran, Iran.
Community Welfare Centers: In co-operation with the Tehran School of Social
Work and the Family Planning Association of Iran, women are taught various
skills in order that they may later bring in a small income. Classes in
literacy, health, child-care, family life education, and home management
are carried out in social welfare centers located in lower income areas of
various cities. Centers also have family planning clinics and day-care programs for children.

Mina Ben-Zvi, Director, Mt. Carmel International Training Center for Community Services, Haifa, Israel: Training of Local Para-professionals in Community
Development and Home Economics. The providing of suitable employment and services for women.

toMtA------------Ok Yul Kim, President, Korean Federation of Busine s s and Pr o f essio na l Women:
I.WY Special S t udy Committee. Legal Counselling Centre: This c entr e invit es
legal experts to assist in the counselling of women in ne ed o f a s sistance. It
is funded by the Taegue BPW Cl u b th roug h membership fees apd contributions .

Nellie Wanjiro, Nairobi, Kenya: YWCA. Maendeleo ya Warawak e (Adv ancem e nt of
Women o f Kenya ) . Kenya Women's League.
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Hay Ahdab-Yehia, Beirut, Lebanon.(writing
from Michigan, USA). Institute for Women's
Studies in the Arab World, Beirut. Director:
Dr. Julinda Abu-Nasr.

Martin J. Chirambo, Christian Service Committee, Blantyre, Malawi. Nika Crafts Workshop: Established in 1972 to provide employment to local women while simultaneously
developing local crafts. Christian Service
Committee is responsible for this project.

Dra. Rosa Luz Alegria, Mexico City, Mexico.
National Plan for Adult Education (Non-Formal).: A government project developed by
CEMPAE (Study Center for Advanced Means and
Procedures of Education) .. a federally subsidized decentralized organization of public
interest. Based on the Open Learning System
designed by CEMPAE for Mexico.
Carmen de Burafato , Mexico. Bahai lnternational Community: Held women's conferences
in Latin America and Caribbean region .. San
SJlvador, Puerto Rico and Dominican Republic.
Groups have been organized to help women develop their potential and improve their education.
Mary Elmendorf, World Bank, Washington D.C.
Well-drilling Project: Funded by WHO (training), Rockefeller Foundation, Mexican Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture.
Mobile Health Unit Project: Mexican staff &
pharmaceutical supplies, with some help from
USA pharmaceutical companies.

• NI<flSkIA
Keziah Awosika, University of Ibadan, Nigeria.
Conference on Women and Development in Relation to Changir1_LFamily Structures: Held at
the University of Ibadan in April 1976. Directed hy Professor Olu Okediji.
Ms E.A. Williams, Executive Director, National
Council of Women's Societies, Lagos, Nigeria .
Day Nursery for Children of Market Women: Situated at Ebute Ero Market, Lagos, and directed by
Ibiyemi Bright
Art and Craft Center: Directed
by Ms A.O. Ladeinde.

1

. d" p kistan· Writes a fortnightly series of
Shahwar Junaid, Raw~lpin 1 ' a
Th · Pakistan Times, entitled "Viewarticles for the daily newspaper __
e .:.-=::cc.....-- - - •
•
.
· h olitical social and economic issues of
1
points". Articles dea w1 t P
•
women in the national and international arena.

Remedios I . Rikken,
Institute of Social Order
Manila, Philippines: Paramedi c
Pr ogram of the Rural Missionarie s of
the Philippines: Program predominantly invol v es women, and is composed of Catholic nuns
and affiliate laywomen members of various religious
congregations. The women work in rural areas to create
health programs, training school students in simple diagnostic skills, community and health practices . Emphasis
on curative skills . There is some opp o sition from
provincial medical associations. Fo reign and
l ocal funJing. Director : Sr . Eva Va r on.

Dra. lsabel Pico de Hernandez, Santur c e,
Puerto Rico: Commission for the Improvement of Women's Rights: Agency o f th e
Commonwealth of Puert o Rico, cr e ated May
1973 . Helped in the revision of existing
labor and family legislation, has had 16
laws on women's rights approved by the
legislature and the Governor. Sponsored a
study on domestic service. Instrumental in
achieving the elimination of job classification by sex in government personnel of fices, and in the establishment of 40
child~car~ ~enters. Working on a stud y o f
sex d1scr1mination in elementary educ a tion
textbooks. Fostered the creation o f a
spe c ialized unit within the police f orce
t ~ deal with rape cases. Provides couns e lling t o rape victims and spon so r ed a bill
t o exclude the corroborati on cl a use in
cases of rape · Cod
.
n ucts seminar
s le c tur e s
and workshops on problems of r a p~ i n PR.
'
Commonwealth Legislature has approved
$ 75,000 for the creation of a Rape Cri s is
Center.
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Anne E. Liburd, Basseterre, St.Kitts, West Indies: National Council of
Women's Voluntary Organizations (15 member women's organizations) have
organized several projects, particular reference to the following two.
Learn to Earn: Program for drop-outs and other unemployed women, Classes
in the preparation and preservation of local foods. Products are sold,
providing employment for a growing number of women. Experience gained in
marketing and selling techniques, Handicraft Program: Use shells, coconuts, stockings, and other material to produce products for the tourist
trade. Assisting to improve the economic position of otherwise unemployed
women. Funds raised with concerts, tea parties, dinners, etc.

Elizabeth P. Hyde, Freetown, Sierra Leone. YWCA Development Classes for
Drop-outs and early school-leavers. Community Education Centre, Pujehan,
Sierra Leone.

Ms. H. McGrigor, Associated Country Women
of the World: Leadership Training Courses,
Natal, South Africa: Three leadership training courses were held in January 1976, organized by the Federation of Women's Institutes
of Natal, Zululand, East Griqualand and the
Transkei. Theme: The Child and the Family.
Some 185 women have participated.
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Dr. Martha Bulengo, Executive Director, Community Development Tru·st Fund of
Tanzania: Fund is developing educational goals with these basic priorities: Training of rural women in basic economics, family education, home improvements and
child welfare: how to deal with disasters: leadership skills: management responsibilities: creating opportunities for development.
Freda u. Chale, Dar-Es-Salaam, Tanzania: Storage and Food Preservation Workshop s :
Initial seminar in August 1975 in Kibaha, then regional seminars held in Dodoma,
Singida, Mwanza and Mtwara regions. Plans for covering whole country have been
drawn up, and it is hoped to complete the job by 1978. Organized and run by
Tanzania Food and Nutrition Center & Prime Minister's Offi ce. Finan ced by Ta nzanian government and UNICEF.

. ' d d west Indies: Handicraft Project: Has led to
Enid Kirton San Fernando, Trini a ,
.
. .
'
.
.
d given housewives extra e a rning power. Nutrition
"vibrant" cottage industries an
.
d
d
Classes: Helped women to ma ke g reater savings on the family bu get an better use
·
Association·· Began without
government assistance ,
of local foods. Fam1. 1 y Pl anning
.
'di
d
•
h
t
funds
Rural
women
particularly
have benefitted
now subsi ze wit governmen
•
.
•
p
·
Mi
i·ster's
Best
Village
Competition:
Cultural
n
. show
f rom this programme. rime
includes music, drama and dance. Has given rural women exposure on radio, TV, in
concert halls and newspapers. They have gained experience in stage management,and
production techniques.

ZAM~IA.----------Gloria Tilbury, Chairman, National Association of Business and Professional
Women of Zambia: Ndola Teenage Craft Centre for Girls: Set up for girls who
have left school early because of insufficient places in secondary schools of
Zambia. Do short home-maker and craft course with the Community Development
Department in Ndola, then produce items for sale. Proceeds ploughed back into
the scheme for purchase of materials, payment of supervisor and pocket money
for the girls. Run by Ndola BPW Club in conjunction with the Ndola City Council.
BPW Club supplied a supervisor, also included classes in English language, bookkeeping, civics, cookery, health and hygiene apart from the craftwork classes.

(continued from page 13)
will be working as Consultant, carrying forward the pr epa ration and
testing of the proposed resource manuals and other
helping plan the future direction of the project. mat eri als, and
Adv~sory Group: An International Non-government~! Organizations (INGO)
Advisory Group has been established in a
d
.
ccor ance with suggestions by
committees concerned with issues affecti
based in Geneva and N y k
.
ng women; committees which are
ew or · This advisor
•
of the IWY Tribune Organizin Comm·
Y gr oup consists of members
g
ittee, designated by their organizations.
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WHAT IS THE UNITED NATION DOING ABOUT IWY?--a constantly recurring question, and one that is not always easy to answer. An army of
bureaucrats would be hard-pressed to follow through on all of the
recommendations made in the IWY World Plan of Action, not to mention
the Declaration of Mexico and the resolutions of the World Conference
of IWY. Additionally, a wide range of UN Agencies have adopted similar statements, such as those made by UNICEF (UN Children's Fund),
UNI~O (UN Industrial Development Organization), and FAO (Food and
Agricu~tural Organization). A UN Secretariat army to promote these
objectives does not exist, but the General Assembly resolution
which established the Decade for Women: Equality, Development and
Peace, did commit the world's governments to the principles agreed
to in Mexico, and the following programs are now underway.
AN INTERAGENCY PROGRAMME: Among its objectives are: The increasing
of women's participation in political life and policy-making, including strengthening international peace; changing attitudes; "equitable and effective" participation in economic life and improving
health and the quality of life for girls and women in rural and urban areas. Some implementation of these ideals has been underway for
some time. For example, WHO (World Health Organization), UNICEF, FAO ,
and the World Bank are sponsoring a task force on the role of women
in food production and nutrition. One of the panelists at the IWY
Tribune has written to tell us that she is working on a paper for this
project.

*

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH AND TRAINING INSTITUTE FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF
WOMEN: This project could be launched as early as 1977 if voluntary
funding from governments and other sources for the first three years
of operations becomes available. Iran has pledged one million dollars
towards the three million dollars needed, and has offered facilities
in Tehran, although the final location has not yet been officially
decided. The expert group appointed to "draw up the terms of reference
and structural organization" of the Institute, pointed out the urgent
need for research and training activities, and emphasized the Institute's role as a clearing house of information . The experts suggested
that the Institute should assist efforts of non-governmental organizations, enhancing communication among them, as well as among leaders and
researchers. Australia ' s Elizabeth Reid, who spoke at the IWY Tribune,
dropped by the Tribune office recently to give ~ore ~e:ails. A former
advisor on women's affairs to the Australian Prime Minister, she has
been working with Princess Ashraf of I~an as con~ultan: on the R~gional
Center for Women in Development now being established 1n connection
with ESCAP (Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific).
She believes that the International Institute could begin almost i=ed.
1
the decision is made. Plans call for a small core staff
iateno y,more
oncethan ten professionals, and funds are already available
.
of
for
one year's operations.

11

THE MID-DECADE WORLD CONFERENCE: This conference is due to be held in
1980, to review and appraise the activities of the Decade for Women.
As yet the Conference has no official name. ECOSOC (Economic and Social
Council) in discussing it used the title, ''World Conference on the
Decade f~r Women, 1980". Non-governmental organizations, as well as
governments, will be suggesting agenda items. Preparatory meetings, both
intergovernmental and non-governmental, are being proposed, as are
"parallel activities". This is the designation given to seminars, journalists' encounters and non-governmental Tribunes at other World Conferences. To date, Bulgaria and Iran have offered to host the conference.
The Commission on the Status of Women will do much of the preparation. Suggested emphasis is on "factual information and data" which
indicate the extent of change taking place. This change is to be measured against the World Plan of Action's five-year targets, which include
compulsory education, increased literacy and civic education, technical
and vocational training, employment opportunities, health services, rural technology, energy saving devices, and the governmental machinery
to promote Decade objectives. One of these objectives is of particular
interest to those involved in organizations: "The promotion of women's
organizations as an interim measure within worker's organizations and
educational, economic and professional institutions".
VOLUNTARY FUND: This has already been established. It was begun during
IWY "to supplement the resources available to implement the programme of
International Women's Year". In December 1975, the General Assembly decided that the fund should be extended to cover the Decade. Spending has
been delayed however, while the appropriate UN bodies have deliberated
over the guidelines for its use. The final decision for fund use will be
made at the General Assembly meeting to be held from September 21 to
late December, 1976. Recommendations emphasize assistance to projects
which contribute to the advancement of women, particularly the most disadvantaged.
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IWY
PROGRESS TO DATE
Like t~e_IWY Tribune itself, the purpose of this project has
been to facilitate communication and the sharing of information
among :hose who are actively involved in increasing the role of
women in developmental activities. This purpose can now be stated
as one which seeks to be an aid to women in their pursuit of the
goals of the UN Decade for Women: Equality, Development and Peace.
The three areas where most progress has been made are:(1) The
gathering of information: (2) Personnel and: (3) Advisory group.

~

The Gathering of Information: A range of contacts both within the
UN, and amongst non-governmental organizations has been built up.
A questionnaire was sent to about 300 Tribune participants in May
and June, requesting information on development projects that benefit women in various parts of the world. Much of the knowledge
received in response to this questionnaire has been used to compile
the Correspondence Desk section of this newsletter.
ln order to build on this growing knowledge base, one or two
of the project team attended three conferences during the summer of
1976. The Conference on Women and Development held at Wellesley College in Massachusetts, was a good opportunity to consult with many
of the 200 participants from developing countries who were present.
A number of these women had served as resource persons at the Tribune in Mexico City, and were therefore especially interested in
follow-up activities and plans. The other two conferences presented
a unique opportunity, without great expense, to consult with participants from many countries, particularly within the Caribbean region.
The International Conference on Social Welfare was held in San Juan,
Puerto Rico, and the Hemispheric Conference for Women was held in
Miami, Florida. Both were excellent gatherings at which to test the
form in which it might be possible to meet the demand for resource
information. An interview schedule and a draft of a possible resource manual were used by Tribune personnel to stimulate couunents and
criticisms. Reaction has been enthusiastic from the NGO sector particularly. Indeed, the proposed Caribbean Resource Manual is already
being requested before its final form and content have been determined.
Personnel: The initial phase of the project was a continuatio n of the
volunteer work that Mildred Persinger and Rosalind Harris had been handling as an aftermath of the Tribune. They were assisted by se~eral
embers of the Tribune Organizing Couunittee. In April 1976, Gail Gowan~ock from Canada, who last year conducted a special IWY/NGO project for
CIDA, joined the team as its one staff member. As the current p~ase of
the work requires special expertise, Dr. Anne S. Walker, Fiji citizen,
(continued on page 10)
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FURTHER POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENTS

co

There are strong indications that a type of on-going cotmnunication resource is needed, one that would assist in linking together the people involved in activities of a developmental nature in
the various regions. The proposed plans at the moment are centered
around the following four areas:
1. Regional Resource Manuals: Working closely with regional personnel,
this office could facilitate the gathering of information concerning
organizations, projects and people within a specific region, and then
disseminate this knowledge in the form of short manuals. A proposal
to begin with a Caribbean Resource Manual as a pilot project is being
carefully investigated, and response to the idea has been favorable.
Dependent on the usefulness of this initial manual, other manuals are
planned. Possible funding sources would be included in the manuals.
2. Information Sharing System: Information that is collected only to
be filed away on shelves and in cabinets, is not of any great use to
the world at large. An effort is therefore underway to investigate
the planned and existing UN and other computerized information banks,
to see if NGOs and other organizations outside the UN family could
make use of these systems. Project information would be stored within
such banks,
with easy access available to anyone who wanted this
knowledge. Hopefully, the on-going running and up-dating of the information would be assumed by the proposed International Research and
Training Institute for the Advancement of Women.
3. Women's Developmental Research: At present, it is not foreseen that
Tribune personnel would undertake research projects themselves. However,
much could be done to facilitate the planning of research projects by
qualified women researchers, and in the dissemination of the findinas.
The links already in existence between many women researchers around
the world could be assisted and expanded.

4. Dissemination of Information: Some of the ways in which

all collected information could be disseminated to a wider audience are as follows:

a. Establishing contact with editors of national and international
journals and other publications, providing them with news items not
available elsewhere.
b. Preparing newsletters for the Tribune-related constituency.

NOTE

c. Being available to answer requests for information about women's
developmental activities around the world.

lwY 1
d. Maintaining contact with agencies and organizations that are involved with women in developmental projects.
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NOTE

s

It is foreseen that additional regional involvement in the
IWY Tribune Project will make future materials available in
other major languages.

1S.

llST
AVAILABLE FROM IWY TRIBUNE:
Starkey, Jacqui, and Dulansey, Maryanne. Expanding the External
Market for Third World Crafts- The Role of Alternative Marketing
Organizations. Mimeographed. Consultants in Development. N.Y. 1976
List of Participants at IWY Tribune in Mexico City, 1975. Offset.
!WY Tribune. 1975. $5.00 nominal charge (full list), $1.00 (geographic region list),
Brief Report of !WY Tribune, Mexico City, 1975. Offset. IWY Tribune. 1975.
UNITED NATIONS PUBLICATIONS:

(Try your loca~ UN Information Centre)

FAQ- The Missing Half. Food and Agricultural Organization. Rome,
Italy. 1975. (FAO, Via delle Terme di Caracalla, Rome.00100).
ILO- Womanpower: The World's Female Labour Force in 1975 and the
Outlook for 2000. International Labour Organization. Geneva. 1975
UN/CESl- Meeting in Mexico: World Conference of the International
Women's Year 1975. United Nations;Centre for Economic and Social
Information/OP!. New York. 1975. (attn: Una Ellis, United Nations).

UN- Declaration of Mexico and Plan of Action. United Nations. New
York. 1975. (attn: Una Ellis, United Nations, N.Y. 10017)
UNDP- Integration of Women in Development. Ester Boserup and Christina Liljencrantz. United Nations Development Programme. New York.
1975.
OTHER PUBLICATIONS:
ODC- Women and World Development. Irene Tinker and Michele Bo Bramsen. Overseas Development Council. Washington. D.C. USA. 1976.
(ODC, 1717 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington. D.C. 20036. USA).
ODC- Women and World Development: An Annotated Bibliography. Overseas Development Council. Washington. D.C. USA. 1976. (See above
for address).
WEAL- Decade for Women - World Plan of Action. Women's Equity Action
League. National Press Building, Washington. D.C. 20045. USA. 1975
WIN NEWS. Women's International Net1o1ork News. ed. Fran Hosken. Mass.
USA. (Available by subscription: WIN News, 187 Grant Street, Lexington, Massachusetts. 02173. USA.)

WlDF- Report of the World Congress for International Women's Year
Women;s International Democratic Federation. 13 Unter den Linden, 168
Berlin, German DemocFatic Republic.
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The UN Co=ission on the
Status of Women meetings in Geneva
· are reported on inside. Our Newsletter Editor was present for part
of the session, and was startled
to find that the September edition
of the Newsletter was in the hands
of all delegates. She had many
valuable meetings with international NGO representatives at thesession as well as the 75 women from
all areas of the world attending
a parallel seminar.
Don'L miss the article on
UN News on page 14. It contains
important information on the up.,_s:oming UN Water Conference 1_

\

SO THAT WE CAN CONTINUE COLLECTING AS MUCH
INFORMATION AS POSSIBLE
ON WOMEN'S PROJECTS FROM
AROUND THE WORLD, A SHORT
PROJECT INFORMATION PROFILE SHEET HAS BEEN INCLUDED AT THE END OF THIS
NEWSLETTER. PLEASE FILL
THIS OUT AND RETURN TO
THIS OFFICE.
For more copies of
the Profile Sheet, write
to us, or make copies in
any way that you can for
distribution locally.

A Bit About The !WY Tribune Project....................................

2

Publications From Organizations ........................... ........ ,,,.

4

Other Publications of Interest to Women .. , ............................ 12
Status Of Women Commission Meeting, 26th Session in Geneva ............ 13
United Nations News ............................................•.. .... 14
Project Information Profile Sh eet ...................... ... .......•.... 15
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The IWY Tribune Project is an attempt to respond to the requests
for information that have been received dur~ng the past year since the
historic International Women's Year meetings in Mexico City. There seems
to be a clear desire on the part of many people to c~ntinue the momentum
generated in 1975, particularly in the area of womens developmental
projects. With this aim in mind, grants were sought to support a connnunication resource effort, and major funding for one or two staff, along with
some communication support, was given by the Canadian International Development Agency. In April 1976, Gail Gowanlock from Canada joined Mildred
Persinger and Rosalind Harris, volunteers who had been working on the
aftermath of the Tribune. Dr. Anne Walker, Fiji citizen, has been Consultant to the Project since August 1976, carrying forward the preparation
and testing of resource manuals, preparing newsletters, and helping plan
future directions.
Present Plans: All of the planning and actual project activity to date
has revolved around the need to facilitate the gathering of information,
and the sharing of that information amongst women involved in activities
that attempt to improve the status of women in society. The following
four areas are presently underway:
1. ReSourceBooks: (Global & Regional). Information on people, projects, organizations, funding sources, media resources, etc., is being gathered and
sorted with a view to producing booklets that women everywhere would find of
use. Wherever possible, regional resource booklets will be produced within
the region itself, with the IWY Tribune Project playing a facilitating role.
2. Data Bank of Project Info,: An effort is being made to investigate the
plannea ana exlstlng UN ana otner computerised information banks, to see
if NGOs and other organizations outside the UN family can make use of these
systems. The Project Information Profile Sheet attached to this Newsletter
is a start towards the collecting of important project information for storing in such a data bank. Hopefully, the on-going running and up-dating of
this system would be assumed by the proposed International Research and
Training Institute for the Advancement of Women.
3. Women's Developmental Research:
office and other groups that have
ways are being looked into whereby
more relevant findings from recent

Contact is being maintained between this
close links with women researchers, and
there could be a sharing of some of the
research efforts.

4. Dissemination of Information: In addition to regular Newsletters, contacts
are being established with international, regional, and national media groups.
Help is needed from women around the world in making sure that this list of
contacts is a useful one. Tribune personnel are available at all times to
answer requests for information, and links with other agencies and organizations, as well as with the United Nations, are being maintained.
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ILLUSTRATION SHOWING SOME OF THE WAYS IN WHICH THE IWY TRIBUNE PROJECT IS
ATTEMPTING TO RESPOND TO REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION ABOUT WOMENS PROJECTS.

PEOPLE IN THE OFFICE
Chairman, TWY Tribune Organizing Committee .......... Mildred Persinger
United Nations Liaison ............................. Rosalind Harris
Consultant for Program/ Newsletter Editor ....• .. .. . Anne S. Walker (Fiji)
Administration •.. . ........................... . .•... Gail Gowanlock (Canada)
ADDRESS: IWY Tribune Office, Room 815, 345 East 46th St. New York, NY 10017
TELEPHONE: (212) 687-2747 or (212) 687-3961 or (212) 687-0728
ANY OR ALL OF THIS NEWSLETTER MAY BE REffiODUCED WITHOUT PERMISSION.
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This month, the Newsle t ter is approaching the reporting of project
information from a different angle . Several "umbrella" organizations
have sent us copies of magazines, booklets and pamphlets that detail
the activities of their i ndividual groups. Publications are therefore
featured, with emphasis given to country projects and special editions
for and about _women. The result is an indication of the kinds of projects taking place around the world, rather than a selection. Other
documents and papers re ceived will be featured in future editions. Let
us know your feelings on the merit or otherwise of the two kinds of
approaches used so far .
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WORLD CONGRESS FOR INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR
c/- Women's International Democratic Federation
13 Unter den Linden
108 Berlin. German Democratic Republic
BOOKLET: Documents of the World Congress for International Women's Year
held in Berlin, 20-24 October, 1975. 240 p.
CONTENTS INCLUDE: Final Reports of Conunissions as follows:
Conunission 1: Equality of women in society-de jure and de facto.
Conunission 2: Women and work in industry and agriculture. The
right to work , problems of employment, the choice
of trade and professions,of qualifications salary
labour and health protection, and pensions:
'
Commission 3: Women and development: their contribution to social
life, to the political and economic independence of
the~r countries and to the democratic processes and
social progress.
Commission 4 : The f amily and society. Marriage, protection of mother and child, the responsibility of society and the
family for the education of the children.
Commission 5: The d
i
f
e ucat on° women: The problems of illiteracy.
Women in science and culture.
Conunission 6: Wom
d h
ein an - t e struggle for peace, detente and internat onal security , f or di sarmament and protection of
the environment.
Conunission 7: Women and the stru 1 f
.
i
gg e or national independence and
nternational solidarity.
Conunission 8: Th
ff
th: :tt~~:d~fo~he mass media, literature and art on
public opinion towards women in
soc i e t y.
Conunission 9: Coopera tion and j O i
of governmental and ntno action of women of the world,
and the United N i
n-governmental organizations
aims of I nternat~~n~nlsWfor ~he realization of the
omens Year .
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WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
150, route de Ferney
12ll Geneva 20
Switzerland.
MAGAZINE: Women in a Changing World. Volumes No. 1, 2 & 3.
(Three editions only were printed for IWY).16 p. ea.
CONTENTS INCLUDE:
An article on the fate of women political prisoners entitled ''Women Behind Bars". CHILE is featured.
Project information from the following countries:
ALGERIA: Promotion of Vocational Training for Women: The
two organizations involved are Caritas Algeria and the Christian Committee for Service in Algeria, and the aim is to establish 17 cooperatives in small villages. Equipment and instructors are needed. About 500 would benefit.

in
of

'EUROPE:
Action Oriented Enquiry into the Condition and the
Role of the Women Migrant Workers: It is estimated that ap-·
proximately one-third of the adult migrant-worker population
in Europe is composed of women. The Churches Committee on
Migrant Workers has initiated an enquiry into the conditions
in which these women live and work, their role in their new
social environment, the work being done amongst them at the
local level, and what further action needs to be taken.
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INDIA:
Adult Education Progrannnes, Slum Settlements, Bombay.
There are more than 500 slum settlements in Bombay. Classes
in health, hygiene, sewing, family planning, and income-earning crafts are being held.
Hadhadwain River Dam Project, Bihar State. Rainfall
in the area of the village is very poor. By constructing a
dam, water stored at the top of the river would be directed
to 1,500 acres of paddy land in four or five villages. 10,000
to 12,600 people would benefit.
LESOTHO: Mountain Village Water Supply Scheme: Lesotho is a
mountainous country, and most of the income comes from wool &
mohair. People are steadily leaving the mountains because of
harsh living conditions. To try and halt this exodus, the
Christian Council of Lesotho is establ i shing a project to
provide water supplies and proper sanitation for 20 mountain
villages.
SENEGAL: Bopp Centre, Dakar. Within the framework of its
women's progranunes, the Center hopes to set up a handicrafts
cooperative.
CAMEROUN: The women of the village of Makak have undertaken
•·to install taps in various parts of the village, and require
assistance that would enable them to pay for the construction
of a small water tower equipped with a pump to carry water to
the wells.

s

WORLD YWCA
37, quai Wilson
1201 Geneva
SWITZERLAND

MAGAZINE: Perspective
of Cooperation for Development
World YWCA Programmes
September 1976. 24 P·
ACTIVITIES REPORTED ON :
Work in the Three Refugee Camps of Aqabat Jaber,
Kalandia and Jalazoun; Six kindergartens are
operated, also courses in dress-making, homemaking, literacy, embroidery and doll-making,
the latter courses as income-producing projects.
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Work Among Refugees from 43 Different Parts of
Cyprus, A community centre is underway in the
village of Kellia, and prograrmnes include literacy classes, discus~ion groups, craft work, and
plans for a childrens daycare centre, mother's
counselling services, etc.
An Educational Centre for Women in Los Laches,
a barrio of 550 families on the periphery of
Bogota. The centre has been functioning since
1967, and since 1972 has been run by volunteers
from the barrio itself. A new centre opened in
May of this year.

I

Thaba'Nchu District: Following a survey showing
that there were many skills in the community, it
was decided to begin a training course for interested women who would like to produce articles of
good quality for sale. Market research was carried
out, samples of clothing made and prices worked
out. Several shops have expressed an interest in
handling the goods. In a few months, the YWCA will
purchase sheep and set up a krall to tend them, in
order to produce their own raw materials. Many
women in Thab'Nchu already tend sheep and will be
able to teach others.
Counselling Services, social club and night-school
programme for young women industrial workers in the
Masan Free Export Zone in Korea. There is also deep
concern and attention given to the raising of work
and health conditions by law.
YWCA Unemployment Project: Small interest loans are
offered to those women with skills, so that they can
begin earning income from small industries such as:
Rug-making, wall-hangings, rabbit-rearing and agricultural pursuits.
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~ : The Women's Secretariat
Socialist Union drew up a plan of action for IWY which
called for a scientific study of existing resources essential
for devalopment, their availability and ways of utilizing them for
maximum impact. A seminar was held in Cairo in 1975, focusing on the
role of women in society which emphasized economic and industrial development and cultural sectors.
has been set up to study women's legal problems
~ : The Ghana National Council on Women and Development was set up in 1975.
Justice Annie Jiagge heads it up. Function of the Council is to examine and
evaluate the contribution of women in the economic, social and cultural
fields and to advise Government on specific areas where the participation of
women could be strengthened or initiated.
In Enugu, East Central State, a social community organization known
Olu Obode was launched during IWY. Main objective is to mobilize
to participate in development programmes and in the running of the
Government. A seminar was held under the auspices of the Nigeria National Council of Women's Societies in 1975, and the theme was: Equality,
Development and Peace-Nigerian Women's Contribution.
SWAZILAND: The Government endorsed and adopted
the UN resolutions on IWY-basing them on Swazi
culture and customs, and identifying short-and
long-term objectives.

ECA AFRICAN TRAINING
AND RESEARCH CENTRE
FOR WOMEN
P.O. Box 3001
Addis Ababa
Ethiopia.
(UN Economic Commission
for Africa) .

-

PAMPHLET: African Women
1975
IWY edition

TANZANIA: A Seminar of National Commissions on
Women and Development and Women's Bureaux was
held, and participants recommended the establishment of machinery to advise, support and
strengthen the activities of the UWT (Umoja
Tanganyika), the national women's
Federatiun of Women focused
its attention on family welfare, the establishment of day-care centres, literacy projects, health & hygiene facilities for rural women, study tours in
the country, setting up agricultural extension programmes, & more

(As with all of the previous
publications, further information on these and other projects should be sought from the
organizations themselves).

mittee organized many
activities, inc. a
conference at
Mekerere University.

'1

WOMEN'S ORGANIZATION OF IRAN &
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR ADULT LITERACY METHODS
P.O. Box 155 5
Teheran
Iran.
BOOKLET: The Design of Educational Programs
for the Promotion of Rural Women-An International Seminar, Teheran 19-24 April, 1975,
270 p.
CONTENTS INCLUDE: Background papers on the
Saveh Project, an experimental literacy project of the Women's Organization of Iran,
Also papers on Situational Analysis/Program
Objectives/Literacy/Process/Evaluation.
Selected Experiences include papers on the
MOBRAL project (social and economic advancement for women), the Ecuador Project (rural
non-formal education), The Educational Advancement & Socio-Economic Participation of
Women in India, Towards the Social & Economic Promotion of Rural Women in Tanzania,
and Some Thoughts on Functional Literacy &
Education for Rural Women.
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PACIFIC WOMEN' S CONFERENCE
P.O. Box 534
Suva
Fiji.

n

BOOKLET: Women Speak Out! - A Report of the
Pacific Women's Conference. Oct.27-Nov.2,1975,
Edited & compiled by Vanessa Griffin.142 p.
CONTENTS INCLUDE: Background information and
statements on: Family and Traditional Culture/
Religion/Education/Media/Law/Politics/Towards
a Redefinition of Self by Self.
COUNTRIES REPRESENTED: American Samoa, Australia(Aboriginal women), Canada(Indian women),
Cook Islands, Fiji, Gilbert Islands, Guam,
Hawaii, Jamaica, Micronesia, New Caledonia,
New Hebrides, New Zealand(Maori women) ,Niue,
Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Tonga,
Tahiti, USA(American of African descent).
RESULTS: A decision was taken at the Conference to set up a Pacific Women's Resource
Centre. This project is now underway.
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PAMPHLET: Programs in Brief. April 1976.
ACTIVITIES REPORTED ON:
LATIN AMERICA REGIONAL PROGRAM #1.-BOLIVIA,
COLOMBIA, COSTA RICA & ECUADOR.
Purpose: To increase participation by women
in social and economic development.
Objectives: To assist volunteer organizations
in coordinating community resources and to
stimulate self-help projects to solve community problems. Time: July 73-June 76.

OVERSEAS EDUCATION FUND
League of Women Voters
1730 M. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
USA.

PARAGUAY. Purpose: To increase participation
by women in social and economic development.
Objectives: To assist Liga Paraguaya de los
Derechos de la Mujer to organize a service
to provide information on women's rights and legal assistance and to
develop community action groups in two rural towns. Time: July 75 to
June 76.
PUBLICATIONS ON LATIN AMERICAN WOMEN. Purpose: To increase awareness
of issues affecting Latin American women, their accomplishments, and
their organizations. Technique: A series of publications focusing on
issues that affect several countries, including: The Historical Role
of Women/ The Impact of Development/ Cultural Differences Between
Countries/ Women and the Family/ Religion/ Education/ Law and Legislation, Time: Begins Fall 1976.
LATIN AMERICAN PROGRAM #2.-COSTA RICA, HONDURAS & JAMAICA.
Purpose: To increase the income-earning capabilities of low-income
women in urban and rural areas. Objectives: To train women at the community level in skills that can immediately produce income, to upgrade
existing skills and to train a local group to assume complete responsibility for continuing the project. Time: July 76 to Sept. 79.
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EL SALVADOR. Purpose:To strengthen the community development programs
of existing private organizations. Organizations: Asociacion Demografica Salvadorena (which runs programs in nutrition, child education,
family planning, etc.), Fundacion Salvadorena de Desarrollo y Vivienda
Minima (programs in low-cost, self-help housing), & Comite de Capacitacion del Voluntariado (volunteer training programs). Time: Oct. 75
to Sept. 77.
INDONESIA KOREA MALAYSIA AND THAILAND. Purpose: To assist in develop-------.
---and
. ==~---' organizations,
. .
ing leadership
management skills in several .womens
such as: AISIYAH (Muslim Women's Organization in Indonesia), and
PERWARI (National Indonesian Women's Organization) and others in Korea,
Malaysia and Thailand .
KENYA. Workshop on Women and Development-A joint effort of OEF, the
League of Women Voters, and women's organizations_i~ East Afr~ca.
Purpose: To examine the impact of development policies on African
women. Time: Early 1977.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF NEGRO WOMEN, INC.
International Division
1346 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
USA

ACA■

BOOKLET: First Annual Report. July 1976. 39 P•
ACTIVITIES REPORTED ON: This report concerns activities involved in
an AID Development Grant awarded NCNW for a three- year period beginning 22 July 1975. Purpose: To improve the planning, implementation,
and evaluation capabilities of NCNW to develop and coordinate an
international program designed to upgrade the lives of rural women
through application of NCNW domestic activity principles. Two exploratory trips have been made to BOTSWANA, LESOTHO & SWAZILAND, and a
third trip is scheduled to commence during the period covered by this
report. A priority list for each of these countries has been compiled
which includes:
BOTSWANA. Management training courses for women/Agricultural production of cash crops/ Development training for short- and long-term
projects/ Market research/ Teacher training for rural school teachers
in agri cultural methods/ Health, education, nutrition training, etc.
LESOTHO. Development of a Department of Social Welfare/ Women's
Bureau/ Collaboration with CARE in a mohair spinning project in Peka/
School gardens programs/ Crafts development/ Vocational training for
out-of-school youth, etc.
SWAZILAND. Organization, leadership and management courses/ Domestic
science and home improvement/ Nutrition and health education/ Family
planning/ Developing of marketable skills/ Market research/ Water preservation programs in rural areas/ Development of credit groups/ Literacy/ Adult education/ Development and utilization of audio-visual aids
to facilitate adult education programs, etc.
INTERNATIONAL PLANNED PARENTHOOD FEDERATION
18-20 Lower Regent Street
London. SW 1Y4PW. England
MAGAZINE: People.
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SPECIAL EDITION. Vol.2. No.2. 1975. IWY Issue.

CONTENTS INCLUDE: Special Report on the Age of Marriage in TUNISIA,
SRI LANKA & MALAYSIA/ Abortion/ Education/ Field Projects/ Law and
Policy/ Media/ Nutrition/ Reli ion/ and News From Around the World.
GHANA ASSEMBLY OF WOMEN
P.O. Box 459
Accra. Ghana.
MAGAZINE. The Ghanaian Woman. Vol. 2 , Nos.l & 2,
Jan-June 19 76.
ACTIVITIES REPORTED ON: A "Handy Woman" Workshop at Madina Women's Training Centre. Organized jointly by GAW and the Department of
Social Welfare & Community Development. Skilltraining in simple plumbing, carpentry, etc.
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AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE
National Office
1501 Cherry Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19102
USA. with the
GOVERNMENT OF MALI, WEST AFRICA.
PAMPHLET: Tin Aicha Program, Mali, West Africa
February 1976
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ACTIVITIES REPORTED ON: In the Fall of 1974,
100 families (556 persons) from the Goundam
camp volunteered to move to the fertile north
shore of Lake Faguibine and establish an experimental community. The Government of Mali
provided a team to assist the community in
acquiring skills and adapting to the new conditions, and invited the American Friends Service Committee to participate in the project.
A ministerial committee oversees policy,
finances, and coordination of various government ministries involved. The community itself
is represented by a seven-person council.
Activities include: Livestock raising, agriculture, an arts cooperative
for the production and sale of woven straw and leather goods made by the
women, a school, health care, nutrition and child-care. Tin Aicha provides
useful lessons and has led other regions to begin similar programs. Those
participants who return to their nomadic life-style take with them new
knowledge about health and live-stock raising. Those remaining have a
secure income in farming or the chance for other jobs.

·MhLI, W.AFR!CA

AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
International Women's Year
P.O. Box 1210
Canberra City, A.C.T. 2601
Australia.
BOOKLET: International Women's Year: Report of the Australian National
Advisory Committee. March 1976. 206 p.
CONTENTS INCLUDE: Background articles on Sexism/Equality/United Nations
Programmes/Australian programme, the impact and reactions. Also: WomenStrategies and Problems and Recommendations.
Sections on Media/Funding of Programmes in Education,
Work, Creativity, Research, Health, Welfare/and Community. The Australian
Government provided $2 million in 1974/75 for IWY activities which largely took the form of grants to individuals or groups in the community for
projects recommended by the Committee within the framework set out in
their priorities and considerations. This report also discusses the activities of the Australian Government departments and agencies that were
involved in IWY programmes, along with various international activ ities,
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UNITED NATIONS PUBLICATIONS:
FAO. Ceres. A magazine published bimonthly by the Food and Agriculture Organization. Special Edition: ''Women: A Long-Silent
Majority". Vol.8 No.2 March-April 1975 . 66p.
Food Aid and the ROle of Women in Develo ment. World Food
Programme n Action Series. Rome, Italy. 1976. 43p.
Women's Leadership in Rural Development. Programmes for
Better Family Living Series. Report No 14. Pokes-Nairobi, Kenya.
1974. 97p.
--- Women's Groups in Rural Development. Programmes for Better
Family Living Series. Report No 15. Pokes-Nairobi, Kenya, 1975
93p.
UNESCO. The Courier. Magazine published monthly in 15 languages.
Special Edition. "Turning Point For Women ... ", Aug-Sept. 1975.
Paris, France. 7Op.
Women, Education, Equality: A Decade of Experiment. The
UNESCO Press, Paris. 1975. 1O8p. (Contents include: Three experimental projects in Upper Volta, Nepal and Chile.
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UNICEF. UNICEF News. Magazine published four times a year. United
Nations, New York. Special Editions: "Third World Woman", Issue
76, July 1973, 3lp. ''Women and Development". Issue 82, April 1974,
39p.
WHO. World Health. Magazine published bimonthly by World Health
Organization, Geneva, Switzerland. Special Editions: "International Women's Year", January 1975, 34p. "Mexico: International Women's
Year", June 1975, 3lp. and "Decade for Women", August-September
1976, 46p.
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MISCELLANEOUS:
ACVAFS. Criteria for ~valuation of Development Projects Involving
~ - Prepared by Subcommittee on Women in Development of the Committee on Development Assistance, American Council of Voluntary
Agencies for Foreign Service, New York. Dec. 1975, 44p.
Journal of International Affairs, Fall-Winter, 1976. "Integration of
Women in Development". Contributing authors: Margaret Mead, Adrienne
Germain, Nadia Youssef, Ida Faye Rousseau, Helvi Sipila and others.
(Exact titles of articles will be printed in the next Newsletter.
This special issue should be printed by January 15th, 1977).
Boulding, Elise. The Underside of History: A View of Women Through
Time. Westview Press . Colorado. (due Jan. 1977). 85Op. $24.75.
Women in the Twentieth Century World: Holding Up
Half the Sky. Sage Publications. Colorado. (due Dec. 1976).
with Shirley Nuss, Dorothy Carson & M. Greenstein.
Handbook of International Data on Women. Sage Publications. Sept. 1976
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Women's role in international cooperation and peacebuilding was a particular concern of the Sept.13-Oct.l meetin
the UN Commission on the Status of Women. Ms. Helvi Sipila, UN
Assistant Secretary-General, noted in her opening statement that problems
facing women and society as a whole could not be left to the concern of one .
sex only. It was the first session of the Commission .since January, 1974, and
the agenda was ext r emely long . When the time came to adjourn, a request was
made t o the parent body, the Economic and Social Council, that the Commission
resume its session at UN Headquarters later in the year.
It was r ecognized by the Comm i ssion, that political action and the integr a tion of women i n to poli t ical structures is necessary to enable women to
affect decisions to i mprove the situation of both men and women. As a first
step t owards increasing the number of women involved in international decisionmak i ng , t he Commission r ecommended that governments and non-governmental organiza t ions work t ogethe r i n c onstructing a roster of.qualified women who would be
elig ible f or electiv e and appo inted offices.
The draft international convention on discrimination against women which
wi l l c ompl ement the 1 967 Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination
against Women claimed t he largest block of the Commission's time. Since 1967
changes i n at titude s and legislation have altered some government positions.
Muc h d is cuss i o n t ook pl a c e, t o r example, on the question oi protective labor
legislation f or women v ersus the principle of equality, and it was finally
agreed "that appropriat e measures be taken, including legislation, to ensure
the health and s afety of all workers, male and female, in their conditions of
employment". The argument that all countries did not have the same level of tech
nolog y t o a ssi s t wor kers with physically dangerous tasks, was met with the recommendat ion for special protection for women against "work proved harmful in
relati on to reproduction ".
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Th e Commission also wo rked on the UN Programme for the Decade for Women~
Equal i t y, Developmen t a nd Peace. If the General Assembly approves, the UN
s ys tem, governments and non-governmental organizations will be urged to
a series of measu res i ncluding the IWY World Plan of Action, "so that at
the end of t he Dec ade, the condition of women is significantly improv ed ". Speci a l attention was given to measures to alleviate the
pro blems of r u r al women. Progress will be assessed at a review
con f e rence scheduled for 1980 (see September Newsletter),
for which th e Commission hopes to make further preparatio ns at the resumed session it has requested.
The Conmtission consists of the
f ollowing 32 countries: Belgium,
Byelorussia, Canada, Colombia,
Cuba , Denma rk, the Dominican Republic, Egypt, Ethiopia, France,
Gabon , GDR , Greece, Guinea, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran,
Madagasgar, Mexico, Nicaragua, Pakistan, Senegal, Sweden, Thailand, Togo, USSR, UK, USA, Venezuela, & Zaire. The representatives of China, Ethiopia, Gabon, Nicaragua, Togo & Zaire did not
participate in this session.

UNJTl:1) NATIONI NEW'a
UNITED NATIONS WATER CONFERENCE:
A United Nations intergovernmental conference of profound importance to women will take place March 7-18, 1977,
in Mar del Plata, Argentina. According to its SecretaryGeneral, Yahia Abdel Mageed, former Minister of Irrigation
and Hydro-Electric Power of the Sudan; ''We must rationalize
water management now, if we are to avoid a planetary crisis
before the end of this century".
The UN Water Conference has two main purposes. It will
consider the best way to provide water for "domestic, agricultural and industrial use" from Earth's limited supply.
It will also attempt to stimulate public interest in "the critical water situation". The UN says that the conference will focus on "institutional, legal, financial and technological solutions to the world's
growing water problems". Preparations in 1976 have included sessions
of the UN Committee on Natural Resources, UN regional meetings, the
establishment of national water ·c0111111issions arid committees,
and the
production of dozens of background - reports by governments, UN agencies
and experts.
Further comments of Conference Secretary-General Mageed are of interest: "The Water Conference should be viewed as one in a series of
important conferences which have focused on a particular international
problem and sought to alleviate it. We have had the world conference on
the environment, on the food problem, on population, on the role and
condition of women, and the most recent one on the habitat in which we
live. Water's unique properties make it a relevant concern for each of
these areas. For instance, the role of women in developing countries could be enormously improved if
they didn't have to walk miles each day to get water.
I get emotional when I see that; it is such a waste
of time and energy". Mageed recognizes the vital role
women play in the delivery of water to support human
life. Although women have not been noticeably involved either in the design or preparation of the Water
Conference, women's groups are recommending qualified
women as government delegates.
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UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY:
A window on UN work is the UN General Assembly, which has been worktng
on its agenda of 122 items since Sept. 21. At present, the "general debate"
is underway, when each of the 145 member governments has an opportunity to
make a major statement. The 6 c0111111ittees of the Assembly are also meeting.
The Second Committee is considering the report of the Fourth UN Conference
on Trade & Development (UNCTAD lV) which met in Nairobi, Kenya in May. The
Third Committee is concerned with social & humanitarian matters such as
The UN Decade for Women: Equality, Development and Peace; the World Social
Situation; Human Rights issues such as torture, racism, apartheid & selfdetermination. Other committees deal with political & budgetary questions,
the convening of the World Disarmament Conference, establishment of nuclearfree weapon zones, prohibition of new types of weapons of mass destruction,
and the urgent need to achieve a comprehensive ban on nuclear testing.
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Background:
This Sheet is important. The information sent to us by those
who fill it out will enable us to continue collecting basic knowledge about the variety and multitude of "women in development"
projects that are planned or underway around the world.
1. Name and address of project:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-

2. Principal officer and title:

--------------------------------------------------------- -- 3. Date and place where project was started:

4. Number of staff: ------------------------------------------~---

5. Number of participants:
6. Budget total: ------------------------------------------------7, Funding source(s),

----------------------------------

------8. Short
description of the project, emphasizing major areas of
concern .

---------- --------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ---------------------------* Projects involving women.

(more space over page)
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9, What organization(s) (if any) is the project affiliated with?

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------10. Name and address of person supplying information:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·
11. The following space is for you to write anything else about the
project that you feel needs to be explained or enlarged upon:

Please tear this page out and send to:
IWY Tribune Office
Room 815
345 East 46th St.
New York . NY. 10017. USA

